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Same as in Sample Guess Paper 1 (Unsolved).

SECTION – A





All questions are compulsory. In case of internal choices, attempt any one of them.
Q.1. Name the physical quantity having units Joule per T (tesla).
[Ans. Magnetic field (B)
[Ans. Micro
Q.2. Name the electromagnetic radiation in which the 10–2 m wavelength belongs.
Or
The amplitude of the magnetic field part of a harmonic electromagnetic wave in vacuum is
B0 = 510 nT. What is the electromagnetic waves produced by the oscillator? 
[Ans. 153 NC–1
Q.3. A charged particle enters an environment of a strong and non-uniform magnetic field varying from
point to point both in magnitude and direction and comes out of it following a complicated trajectory.
Would its final speed equal to the initial speed if it suffered no collisions with the environment?
Q.4. How much average power over a complete cycle does an AC source supply to a capacitor? [Ans. 0
Or
An ideal inductor when connected in A.C. circuit does not produce heating effect though it reduces
the current in the circuit. Explain why?
Q.5. Define ionization energy. What is its value for a hydrogen atom?
[Ans. –13.6eV
Q.6. The de-Broglie wavelength of a particle of kinetic energy K is l. What would be the wavelength
[Ans. 2l
of the particle, if its kinetic energy were K/4?
Q.7. Is free neutron a stable particle? If not, what is its mode of decay? 
Or
		
Two nuclei have different number of protons and neutrons. Can they have the same radii and
[Ans. r ∝ A1/3
same nuclear density?
Q.8. The applied input A.C. power to a half wave rectifier is 100 watt. The D.C. output power obtained is
[Ans. 80%
40 watt. What is the power efficiency? 
Or
		
State relation between the frequency v of radiation, emitted by LED and the band gap energy E of
the semiconductor is used to fabricate it.
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Q.9. Assuming the ideal diode, draw the output waveform for the
circuit given in figure. Explain the waveform.

20 sin (wt)

5V

Q.10. Suppose a n-type wafer is created by doping Si-crystal having 5 × 1028 atom/m3 with 1 ppm
concentration of As. On the surface 200 ppm Boron is added to create ‘p’ region in this wafer.
Considering ni = 1.5 × 1016 m–3. Calculate the densities of the charge carriers in the n and p regions.
[Ans. 0.45 × 10+10 m–3 (n-region), 2.25 × 107 m–3 (p-region)

		



For questions number 11, 12, 13 and 14, two statements are given—one labelled Assertion (A) and the other
labelled Reason (R). Select the correct answer to these questions from the codes (a), (b), (c) and (d) as given
below.
(a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
(b) Both A and R are true but R is NOT the correct explanation of A.
(c) A is true but R is false.
(d) A is false and R is also false.
Q.11. Assertion (A): When charges are shared between any two bodies, no charge is really lost but some
loss of energy does occur.
Reason (R): Some energy disappears in the form of heat, sparking etc.
[Ans. (a)
Q.12. Assertion (A): The number of electric lines of force emitting from 1 mC charge in vacuum is 1.13 × 106.
		
Reason (R): This follows from Gauss’s theorem in electrostatics.
[Ans. (a)
Q.13. Assertion (A): A ray of light entering from glass to air suffers change in frequency.
		
Reason (R): Velocity of light in glass is more than that in air.
[Ans. (d)
Q.14. Assertion (A): A dentist uses a concave mirror to examine a small cavity.
		
Reason (R): A dentist uses a concave mirror so as to form a magnified, virtual image of an object.
[Ans. (a)

SECTION – B
Questions 15 and 16 are Case Study based questions and are compulsory. Attempt any 4 sub-parts from
each question. Each question carries 1 mark.
→

Q.15. Electric field line is a vector quantity represented by E . Let the point charge be placed at the
→
origin. The magnitude of E at a point decreases inversely as the square of distance of that point
from the charge always pointing radially outward. All pointing outward from the point charge,
length of arrow contained information about strength of field.

				

Field lines start from positive charges, and end at negative charges, they draw a continuous curve
they are never cross each other. Electrostatic field lines do not form any closed loops.
1. Electric field lines pattern are correct for +10µC charge is kept in free space.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) None of these



			

		

[Ans. (b)

				
			

2. At a particular point, electric field depends upon.
(a) Source charge Q only 		
(b) test charge q0 only
(c) both Q and q0 			
(d) neither Q nor q0
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3. The SI unit of electric field intensity is
[Ans. (b)
(a) N
(b) N/C
(c) C/m2
(d) N/m2
4. Electric field due to single charge is
(a) Asymmetric 			
(b) Cylindrically symmetric
[Ans. (c)
(c) Spherically symmetric		
(d) None of these
5. Electric field intensity due to an electric dipole varies with distance ‘r’ of the point from the
centre of dipole as.

				
				
				

(a) E ∝

1
r

(b) E ∝

1
r2

(c) E ∝

1
r3

(d) None of these

[Ans. (c)

										

				

Q.16. Bohr improved upon Rutherford model postulating that electrons can revolve around the nucleus
in certain discrete, non radiating orbits called stationary orbits, for which total angular momentum
of revolving electron is an integral multiple of h/2π, where ‘h’ is plank constant
nh
mvr =
, where n = 1, 2, 3.
2π
‘n’ is called principal quantum number. Further, when an electron jumps
from an outer stationary orbit is radiated in the form of spectral line.
hv =

hc
= E2 – E1
λ

		

Also centripetal force required by electron in moving in a circular orbit
mv 2
1 Ze( e )

r
4  0 r 2

		
				
				
			
				

1. Which of the following quantities has the same dimension as those of Planck’s constant?
(a) Angular momentum			
(b) Torque
(c) Energy			
(d) Momentum 
[Ans. (a)
2. The value of Rydberg constant is
(a) 1.097 × 10–7 m
(b) 1.097 × 107 m–1
(c) 1.097 × 10–7 m–1 (d) 1.097 × 107 m

			

3. The correct relation for impact parameter, where symbols have their usual meaning is

[Ans. (b)

				

4  0 .E

			

2 Ze 2 cot 
4  0 .E

(c)

Z 2 e cot θ / 2
4 πε 0 E

(d)

4  0 E
[Ans. (a)
Ze 2 cot /2

4. The diameter of first orbit of hydrogen atom is of the order of
(a) 0.5 Å
(b) 1 Å
(c) 2 Å
(d) 4 Å
5. Total energy of electron in nth stationary orbit of hydrogen atom is
(a)

13.6
Joule
n2

(b)

13.6
eV
n2

(c) –

13.6
eV
n2

(d) –

SECTION – C

[Ans. (b)

13.6
Joule [Ans. (c)
n2


				

(b)



2
(a) Ze cot(/2 )

				

		





All questions are compulsory. In case of internal choices, attempt anyone.
Q.17. A long straight wire carriers a current of 10 A. What is the magnitude of the field B at a point
[Ans. 0.5 × 10–5 T
20 cm from the wire?
Q.18. A parallel beam of light of wavelength 500 nm falls on a narrow slit and the resulting diffraction
pattern is observed on a screen 1m away. It is observed that the first minimum is at a distance of
2.5 mm from the centre of the screen. Find the width of the slit.
Or
What is a polaroid? Give two examples of commonly used devices which make use of polaroids.
L

B1
B2

R

			

Q.19. Two identical bulbs B1 and B2 are connected across a D.C. battery
as shown in the given figure. The resistance of the inductor (L)
is equal to that of the resistor. On closing the key (K)
(i) Which bulb lights up earlier?
			
(ii) Which bulb glows brighter when current becomes steady?
			
(iii) Explain which bulb will be brighter if D.C. battery is
replaced by an A.C. source of the same effective voltage.
Justify your answer each cost.
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Q.19. A charged particle is free to move in an electric field. Will it always move along on electric line of
force.
Or
Two small balls having equal positive charge ‘Q’ coulomb on each are suspended by two insulating
springs of equal length ‘L’ meter from a hook fixed to a stand. If the whole set up is taken in a
satellite into space where there is no gravity. What is the angle between the two strings and the
tension in each string?
Q.21. Prove that the nuclear density is independent of mass number.
Or
		
If fission of a 56
Fe
nucleus
into
two
equal
fragments
of 28
26
13Al possible? Show by calculating the Q
28
value of the process. Given m (56
26Fe) = 55.93494 u and m (13Al) = 27.98191 u.
Q.22. An electron in ground state of hydrogen atom is revolving in a circular orbit of radius R. Obtain
the expression for the orbital magnetic moment of electron in terms of fundamental constants.

Q.23. A biconvex lens with its two faces of equal radius of curvature R is made of a transparent
medium of refractive index μ1. It is kept in contact with a medium of refractive index
μ2 on one side and air on the other side as shown in the figure. Find the equivalent focal
length of the combination and obtain the condition for the combination to act as a
diverging lens.

R R
m1
m2

		





Q.24. Calculate the de-Broglie wavelength of electron orbiting in the first excited state of hydrogen atom.
Q.25. State Huygen’s principle and based on Huygen’s construction, draw the shape of a plane wavefront
as it gets refracted on passing through (a) a thin prism, and (b) a thin convex lens.
Or
State two conditions for sustained interference of light. Draw the variation of intensity with position
in the interference pattern of Young’s double slit experiment.

SECTION – D
All questions are compulsory. In case of internal choices, attempt anyone.

Q.26. In the following potentiometer circuit, AB is a uniform wire of length
1 m and resistance 10 Ω. Calculate the potential gradient along the
wire and balance length AO.

		

Or
A galvanometer together with an unknown resistance in series, is connected across. Two identical
batteries of 1.5 V each. When the batteries are connected in series, the galvanometer reads a
current of 1A and when the batteries are connected in parallel, it reads 0.6A. What is the internal
resistance of the battery?
Q.27. Obtain the resonant frequency and Q-factor of a series LCR circuit with L = 3.0 H, C = 27 mF and
R = 7.4 W. It is desired to improve the sharpness of the resonance of the circuit by reducing its ‘full
width at half maximum’ by a factor of 2. Suggest a suitable way.
Or
		
A voltage V = V0 sin wt is applied to a series LCR circuit. Derive the expression for the average
power dissipated over a cycle. State the condition under which maximum power is dissipated in
the circuit.
Q.28. The angular width of the central maximum in a single slit diffraction pattern is 60º. The width of
the slit is 1μm. The slit is illuminated by monochromatic plane waves. If another slit of same width
is made near it, Young’s fringes can be observed on a screen placed at a distance of 50 cm from
the slits. If the observed fringe width is 1 cm, find the separation between the slits. Also find the
number of interference fringes formed within the central bright fringe of the diffraction pattern.
Q.29. A long straight wire of circular cross-section of radius ‘r’ carries a steady current I. The current is
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uniformly distributed over the cross-section. Calculate the magnetic field at a point—(a) outside
the wire and (b) inside the wire. Draw a graph showing the variation of magnetic field.

				

Q.30.
				
				

			

(i) The graph given here shows the variation of
photocurrent for a photosensitive metal:
(a) Identify the variable on the x-axis.
(b) What does Point C on y-axis represent?
(c) Draw this graph for three different frequencies
v1, v2, v3 such that (v1 < v2 < v3) of incident
radiation for same intensity.

Photocurrent
y

C
B
A

O

x Potential Difference
in voltas (V)

(ii) Write two observed features of photoelectric effect which cannot be explained by wave theory
of light.

SECTION – E
All questions are compulsory. In case of internal choices, attempt anyone.
Q.31.		 (a) Draw a labelled diagram of an astronomical telescope to show image formation of a distant
object in normal adjustment position. Write the main consideration required in selecting the
objective and eyepiece in order to have high magnifying power.
			
(b) How is the working of a telescope different from that of a microscope?
The focal lengths of the objective and eyepiece of a microscope are 1.25 cm and 5 cm respectively.
Find the position of the object relative to the objective in order to obtain an angular magnification
of 30 in normal adjustment.
Or
			
(a) A point object is placed on the principal axis of a convex spherical surface of radius of curvature
R, which separates two media of refractive indices n1 and n2 (n2 > n1). Deduce the relation
between the object distance ‘u’, image distance ‘v’ and the radius of curvature for refraction to
take place at the convex surface from rarer to denser medium.
			
(b) A ray of light passing through an equilateral glass prism from air undergoes minimum deviation
when angle of incidence is 3/4th of the angle of prism. Calculate the speed of light in prism.
Q.32.		 (a) With the help of a diagram, explain the working of a full wave rectifier. Also show the input
and output waveform.
A1

			

(b) Assuming that the resistances of the ammeters are negligible, what will be
the readings of the ammeters A1 and A2 in the circuit shown.
A2

			

Or
(a) Describe the working principle of a solar cell. Explain briefly the three basic processes involved
in the generation of emf in a solar cell. Draw the I-V characteristic for the solar cell.
			
(b) A semiconductor has equal electron and hole concentration of 4 × 108 m–3. On doping with
certain impurity, the electron concentration increases to 8 × 1012 m–3. Identify the type of
semiconductor obtained after doping and find the new hole concentration.
Q.33.		 (a) Derive an expression for the electric field E due to a  dipole of length ‘2a’ at a point distance r
from the centre of the dipole on its axial line. Draw a graph of E vs r for r > > a.
			
(b) A charged particle of charge 1μC and mass 20 mg, moving with a velocity of 1000 m/s enters a
uniform electric field of strength 2 × 103 NC–1 directed perpendicular to its direction of motion.
Find the speed of the particle after 10s.
Or
			
(a)		State Gauss’s theorem in electrostatics. Prove that no electric field exists inside a charged
hollow sphere.
			
(b) Two square metal plates of side 10 cm each are kept parallel to each other at a distance of
0.5 mm. If the side of each plate is increased by 20% and the separation doubled, calculate the
ratio of capacitance in the two cases.
❒ ❒ ❒ ❒
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